Episcopal entries and urban liberties in late medieval and Renaissance France, c. 1200–c. 1600
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Abstract: In comparison to the ceremonial entries of French kings, little work has been done on episcopal entries. Whereas royal entries underwent a period of massive elaboration during the later Middle Ages and Renaissance, there was less change to bishops’ entries during this period, especially in towns where civic administrations used these ceremonies to compel bishops to acknowledge their rights. While less susceptible to modification than royal entries, important changes did occur to the episcopal entry by the later sixteenth century because of the increased Counter-Reformation emphasis on the power of the bishop, as well as the impact of the Wars of Religion. By the seventeenth century, the requirement to confirm urban liberties at entries was far less a part of an episcopal entry than it had been during the heights of this ceremony during the later Middle Ages. Nonetheless, the episcopal entry remained an important way for towns to recruit brokers.

In comparison to the ceremonial entries of medieval and early modern French kings, historians have paid little attention to those made by bishops.1 There is no monograph on this subject and only a handful of articles, most of which approach the subject from a local perspective.2 This
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dearth of studies on bishops’ entries reflects a wider lack of work on the French Church during this period. When bishops are discussed, it is often in terms of the role they played in the construction and operation of the royal state. Yet, while late medieval bishops generally possessed less temporal power than their early medieval predecessors, nonetheless they also remained powerful local figures who could wield considerable influence in the day-to-day running of towns. Furthermore, some bishops, such as those of Albi or Rodez, continued to act as temporal lords of their cities in the later Middle Ages. This article argues that it was precisely because bishops remained powerful local figures that urban governments used oath-taking during an entry to define and limit their temporal authority. Accordingly, a study of episcopal entries provides us with a new perspective on power relations in later medieval and Renaissance France.

While historians have argued that the late medieval royal entry ceremony borrowed much of its initial form from bishops’ entries, there were major differences between the two. Whereas the later Middle Ages saw a massive elaboration in the character of royal entries, which were transformed from unostentatious ceremonies into audio-visual feasts, there was less change to episcopal entries. Although Mâcon’s municipal council welcomed French kings with increasingly magnificent entries during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, they did not incorporate these theatrical elements into a bishop’s entry. This allowed them to keep the focus of the public entry squarely on the bishop’s oath-taking.

Although recent works on French royal and princely entries have drawn attention to the important role these ceremonies played in obtaining the ruler’s confirmation of rights and liberties, oath-taking was arguably an even more extensive feature of episcopal entries. As part of these ceremonies, French bishops were expected to give a succession of oaths to various individuals and institutions when they came to take possession of their see. When Philippe de Coetquis entered the Breton town of Saint-Pol-de-Léon as bishop-elect in 1422, he took oaths to respect the privileges of the burgesses as well as the rights of the church, the cathedral chapter and the local nobility. Each of these groups considered the bishop’s oath to them to be the most important part of the ceremony. Certainly, the oath-taking ceremony was given the central place in civic accounts of episcopal entries and in many towns it was the only part of the
entry recorded in municipal deliberations.⁷ The expansion in urban record-keeping in French towns during the later Middle Ages took place in part because of a need to keep a record of the confirmation of such rights.⁸ The very act of recording these bishops’ ceremonies in civic registers was part of the process which saw religious institutions lose their monopoly on written records.⁹ Record-keeping was directly tied to the form of bishops’ entries because town councils checked their accounts for precedents when preparing to receive their new bishop. When Odet de Coligny wrote to Beauvais’ town council in 1536 to announce his intention to enter the town, the councillors searched their records for accounts of previous receptions.¹⁰ At the other end of the kingdom, the consuls of Aix-en-Provence looked back through their registers in 1500 to see what bishops customarily received at their entries.¹¹

Using municipal records, this article will examine the form and function of the bishop’s oath-taking ceremony in late medieval and Renaissance France. It will begin with an examination of the mechanisms that town councils employed to ensure that they obtained confirmation of their authority, before moving on to consider the strategies they devised to develop a positive relationship with the bishop at these ceremonies. While the system of brokerage which underpinned the operation of the political system of pre-modern France has been well studied, bishops are largely absent from these works.¹² Yet bishops remained vitally important to the government of the kingdom throughout this period and they held considerable influence at court. Six of the twelve peers of the realm were bishops in the later Middle Ages, and they filled the ranks of the king’s council.¹³ The formation of a Gallican Church during this period, with the king gaining power over episcopal appointments, particularly through the Pragmatic Sanction of Bourges (1438) and the Concordat of Bologna (1516), meant that bishops were often the king’s men.¹⁴ Even during the challenges the Catholic League mounted to the Crown in the 1570s, bishops largely remained loyal to the monarch.¹⁵ Given their influence with the king, as well as using an entry to obtain a formal recognition of municipal liberties, urban governments sought to win a bishop’s favour and acquire his services as a broker.

The article looks widely across France at dozens of towns and at bishops of various statuses, from metropolitans who oversaw large ecclesiastical provinces to bishops of small dioceses. Regardless of a bishop’s position in the wider structure of the Church, the key issue for municipal councils was that he took an oath to recognize their authority.¹⁶ Though the episcopacy would split following the former Protestant Henry IV’s accession to the throne in 1589: Baumgartner, French Episcopate, 10–54.

⁷ For the importance of recording bishops’ entries, R. C. Tresler, Public Life in Renaissance Florence (Ithaca, 1991), 273–74; J. Tyler, Lord of the Sacred City: The Episcopus Exclusus in Late Medieval and Early Modern Germany (Leiden, 1999), 24.
¹⁴ Baumgartner, French Episcopate, 10–54.
¹⁵ Baumgartner, French Episcopate, 144. Though the episcopacy would split following the former Protestant Henry IV’s accession to the throne in 1589: Baumgartner, French Episcopate, 157–81.
¹⁶ Though a metropolitan could become involved in discussions over rights between a bishop and the town council. For instance, the archbishop of Bourges intervened in a dispute in the late thirteenth century between the new bishop of Albi, Bernard de Combret, and the townspeople regarding the extent of his temporal juridical powers in the town. Similarly, in 1229 a dispute between the bishop of Laon and the municipal council was arbitrated by the archbishop of Reims and agreed by public oath-taking: E. Jolibois, Ville d’Albi: inventaire sommaire des archives communales antérieures à 1790 (Paris, 1869), 1–2; L. Broche (ed.), Documents relatifs aux rapports de l’évêque et de la commune de Laon, Revue historique de droit français et étranger, 25 (1901), 729–32.
this article, including those of Lyon and Rouen. As these archbishops held little secular power in these cities, there was no need for municipal councils to devise an oath-taking ceremony for their entry. In contrast, many less powerful bishops, who were in charge of small dioceses, such as those of Tulle or Lodève, feature prominently in this research because the confirmation of urban liberties was a key feature of their ceremonies. While, as we shall see, winning the favour of the archbishops of Lyon or Rouen could bring benefits to the town in the form of influence at court, it was principally the scale of a bishop's local power which most concerned urban governments at episcopal entries.

I

Our knowledge of oath-taking to towns at episcopal entries is tied to the emergence of urban record-keeping in later medieval France. This aspect of the ceremony appears to have existed in earlier centuries, though it is much less well documented because of a lack of municipal sources before the fourteenth century. Some of the earliest urban records suggest that the custom of oath-taking predates the development of written accounts of the ceremony, and that there was already a requirement for some bishops to confirm municipal liberties at their inaugural entries. Although the first text we have of a bishop's entry at Bourges is for Pierre Bertrand in 1329, the record of the ceremony states that it 'followed the old custom'; similarly, while the first mention we have of an episcopal oath at Mâcon is for the entry of Jean de Boisy in 1382, the bishop was asked to confirm the oath in the manner of his predecessors. The fact that a record of a bishop's oath was amongst the first things urban governments chose to set down in these new forms of documentation is a testament to the importance they attached to this act. At Langres, the town council first kept a record of the bishop's entry for that of Louis of Bar in 1398 and they continued to keep accounts of episcopal entries in their archives until the mid-eighteenth century. The recording of these ceremonies in urban registers thus forms part of the move from memory to written record.

The inclusion of oaths into bishops' entries was possibly a development of the urban resurgence of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Whereas early medieval French bishops were often the principal authority in their towns, many of which had developed around cathedrals, the central Middle Ages saw many bishops lose temporal power. In a move that was spearheaded by Philip Augustus in the early thirteenth century, the urban governments of towns across France largely came to hold their powers from the king rather than from an episcopal overlord. Town councils asked bishops to take an oath to respect the liberties which the monarch had already granted them. While the bishops of Beauvais held extensive powers as count-bishops in the central Middle Ages, the extent of their power had declined by the late medieval period and it was the king who granted the town its rights, which the bishop then reconfirmed at his inaugural entry. When Odet de Coligny entered Beauvais as bishop in 1536, for example, he took an oath to the mayor to keep the rights and privileges 'given by the kings of France to the mayor,
residents and inhabitants of this town. Yet there are exceptions to this general trend. Some towns remained under episcopal rule and their rights were granted by the bishop rather than by the king. At Rodez, the bishop granted urban privileges at his entry by at least the thirteenth century and this practice continued right through to the sixteenth century. At Albi, the bishops remained temporal lords of the town throughout the Middle Ages. In these circumstances, it was especially important that civic administrations obtained the bishop’s oath. Even when a town was not ruled by an episcopal overlord, bishops could still hold significant temporal powers. At Langres, where the bishop’s jurisdiction extended over half the town, the municipal government took considerable measures to ensure that he swore to maintain the privileges of the town at his entry (see below).  

Bishops were only required to swear oaths to respect municipal privileges in towns where they held a significant level of temporal authority. While the bishops of Vannes were required to take three oaths regarding privileges at their entries, none of these related to urban privileges as they held little temporal power and posed little threat to municipal authority. In such circumstances, the municipal council occupied a less prominent role in these ceremonies. Although Orléans’ municipal council came to greet the new bishop at his pre-entry lodgings at the church of Saint-Euverte, they did not request an oath from him or play a significant role in the entry. Similarly, the municipal councils of Rouen, Lyon and Montpellier attended episcopal entries, though they did not seek an oath from the bishop during the ceremony as these bishops held little or no temporal authority in these towns.  

The oath-taking was a moment of tension for municipal councils because there was the risk that the bishop could refuse to engage with this element of the ceremony and thus cause a confrontation. To reduce the risk of this happening, some municipal councils wrote to the bishop (who typically stayed in an extramural monastery or episcopal residence) in advance of an entry to inform him of the custom. Châlons-en-Champagne’s échevins sent the bishop a copy of the text of the oath he would be asked to take at the entry, while for Claude de Longwy’s entry into Mâcon in 1516 the échevins travelled to the bishop’s castle to discuss the oath with his officials. In 1411, Albi’s consuls travelled seventy kilometres to Toulouse to greet the new bishop, Pierre de Neveu, specifically to explain that at his entry he would be presented with a book listing the rights and customs of the town, following which he would be expected to take a public oath to uphold them. This strategy was designed to ensure that a bishop did not refuse to take the oath on the day of his entry by claiming ignorance of the custom. The pre-entry discussions between bishops and municipal councils provided an opportunity to resolve issues regarding the nature of the oath and avoid a damaging public confrontation on the day of the entry. These talks also provided municipal governments with an opportunity to obtain the bishop’s assent.
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that he would confirm urban liberties and thus remove uncertainties around this contentious part of the ceremony.

Bishops eager to build good relations with the leading families of their towns could go to some lengths to assure municipal councils that they would take the oath. In 1584, after receiving a letter from Mâcon’s échevins about the entry, the bishop-elect, Luc Almani, replied that not only was he prepared to take the oath at the entry but that he could also provide a written confirmation of his intention to do so.\textsuperscript{30} The pre-entry discussions were also important because it was essential to ensure that the bishop took the oath devised by the town council and not one of his own devising. As well as sending Gaspard Dinet a copy of the oath he was required to take at his entry in 1600, Mâcon’s échevins wrote to his brother, Philippe, a lawyer at the Parlement of Paris, to explain that the form of episcopal entry had remained unchanged for three hundred years and that no alterations were to be made to it. This was a period when some bishops—including that of Mâcon’s neighbour at Chalon-sur-Saône—were trying to amend the form of the ceremony, particularly with regards to the oath-taking (see below). The échevins possibly hoped that Philippe, as both the bishop’s brother and a legal expert, would convince Gaspard of the necessity of not tampering with the wording of the oath. Indeed, the bishop-elect then responded to the échevins’ efforts by stating that he would follow the customary form of the ceremony and not attempt to alter it.\textsuperscript{31}

The advance communication of the texts of oaths also worked to the bishop’s advantage as he knew what to expect on the day of the entry. In December 1507, after receiving a copy of the oath he would be required to take at his entry into Senlis, the incumbent bishop, Charles de Blanchefort, replied to say that he would take the given oath ‘and no other’, possibly concerned that the municipal council might attempt to insert further clauses into the text of the oath on the day of the entry limiting his powers further.\textsuperscript{32} As part of their efforts to persuade bishops to take the oath, town councils stressed the unchanging and customary nature of the ceremony by emphasizing that bishops took the same oaths as their predecessors and in the same manner. When Jean d’Étampes entered Nevers on 5 April 1461, he swore the oath as his predecessors had done.\textsuperscript{33} At Bourges, the archbishop was asked to swear ‘an oath that the archbishops of Bourges are accustomed to make’, while bishops of Senlis swore to maintain municipal ‘rights, franchises and liberties in the form and manner’ that their predecessors had done.\textsuperscript{34} Senlis’ échevins looked through their records to find the text of the oath so that they could send a copy to the bishop in advance of his entry, while the oath Gaspard Dinet swore at Mâcon in 1600 was the same as that taken by Jean de Boisy in 1382.\textsuperscript{35} The static nature of the oath worked to the advantage of both town and bishop as civic administrations could ensure that their privileges were confirmed, while bishops could make sure that no further limits to their power were inserted into the oath on the day of the entry.

Oaths typically encompassed the specific range of powers which the town council held and their nature of their relationship with the bishop. To ensure that the totality of the rights and liberties they had amassed often over several centuries, town councils typically asked bishops to swear a general oath which encompassed all the full range of their powers. When Gilles Spifame entered Nevers as bishop in 1560, he took an oath to respect all municipal liberties, while at Senlis the bishop ‘took the oath to keep the rights, liberties and privileges of the said town’.

\begin{itemize}
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well as insisting that this general oath covered all municipal rights and privileges, some towns underlined the point by producing books listing their mass of privileges at the oath-taking ceremony. Cahors’ consuls presented the new bishop with the book detailing all the town’s rights, while Gap’s town council showed the bishop copies of their privileges and insisted that he had to confirm them if he wished to enter the town. At Albi, where the bishops were lords of the city, municipal liberties were set down in Aysso es lo libre de algunas libertats, privileges, franquetas, costumas, perrotagativesque an los consuls et habitans de la cieutat de Alby, which the bishop then confirmed. Indeed, the copies of this book were kept next to accounts of bishops’ entries in the civic archive. Some towns required bishops to take multiple oaths confirming urban liberties. Bishops of Noyon took the oath regarding municipal liberties twice, while a new bishop of Rodez was required to take an oath respecting municipal privileges three times before he was permitted to enter the cathedral for his enthronement. Having multiple confirmations of the oath was particularly important in towns such as Rodez where the bishop held extensive powers. In the same way that towns sought to have multiple copies of legal documents, they required multiple performances of legal acts such as the bishop’s oath to confirm their privileges, which again emphasizes the weight that they continued to give to a performed act.

Bishops could also be asked to take specific oaths which went beyond a general confirmation of urban rights. These typically reflected local issues of particular concern for the town council. When Clement de Brilhac entered Tulle in 1495, he swore a special oath to maintain the town council’s right to keep the keys to the gates and to appoint the four captains to whom they would be given, ensuring that they maintained control over the entrances to the town. As the bishop held extensive authority in Tulle, the consuls also required him specifically to confirm their right to form a civic administration and to take a further oath stipulating that he would ensure his greffier, who attended council meetings, was a resident of the town (this derived from concerns that an outsider would act to the prejudice of the town’s inhabitants). Other towns inserted clauses into the oath relating to the bishop’s military responsibilities. Bishops of Mâcon swore to guard the town’s Bourgneuf gate, the main route into the town, as well as the gate leading on to the River Saône, which separated France from the Holy Roman Empire. Throughout the Middle Ages, there were tensions between municipal councils and bishops about the obligation for clergy to contribute to the construction and maintenance of fortifications and the obligation to help defend the town during an attack. Having confirmation of the specific nature of a bishop’s responsibility towards urban defence was especially important for frontier towns such as Mâcon which were threatened regularly with attack.

During times of conflict some municipal councils insisted that bishops’ officials also took oaths regarding the town’s security. When the bishop of Châlons-en-Champagne made his entry into the city in November 1420, the municipal council had eleven of his servants and officials swear an oath ‘to be good, true, and loyal subjects and obedient to the king our lord and the good town of Châlons’. In March that year, the town council had declined one of the
bishop-elect’s officers, Gilet de Roucourt, entry to the town because they considered him to be an enemy of the city. Security was a particularly important issue in 1420 because Châlons lay at the centre of the Armagnac–Burgundian conflict, while the renewal of the Hundred Years’ War and the appearance of both English soldiers and mercenary bands in the surrounding region placed the town under considerable pressure. The municipal council took a range of major security measures to protect the town, with the special security conditions devised around the bishop’s entry forming a strand in its wider defence. Indeed, Châlons’ échevins required the bishop’s officials to swear that they would help in the defence of the town and obey the authority of the municipal council ‘and live and die with those of the good town of Châlons in keeping strongly to the party of the king our lord’.46

II

Municipal delegations typically came out of the town to greet the bishop on the day of his entry and required him to take the oath before allowing him to proceed through the gates. When Guy de Bouchet arrived at Quimper on 15 October 1480, the town’s procureur, Guillaume Le Fustec, greeted the bishop at the gate of entry and asked him to swear an oath to uphold urban rights and privileges.47 At Béziers, the oath was taken to the consuls outside the walls, while Pierre de Trosseau confirmed the municipal liberties of Poitiers at the gate of entry in 1407.48 Accordingly, the bishop had to recognize the power and authority of the municipal council at the gate, a key symbol of urban liberties, before he was allowed to pass into the town. At Die, the town council requested the oath from the bishop at the St Pierre gate as this structure symbolized the liberties the town council held in respect of the bishop.49

By standing across the road and bringing a halt to the bishop’s progress, municipal administrations used the extramural greeting to assert the extent of their power to the bishop and the members of his entourage. Some towns put physical impediments along the processional route to prevent the bishop entering the town before taking the oath. At Châlons-en-Champagne the échevins blocked the processional route, while the bishops of Mâcon were required to take the oath to the municipal councils at a barrier outside the gate of entry, which was only removed after they had taken the oath ‘between the hands of the said échevins’.50 At Beauvais, the municipal council set up a barrier at the hôtel-Dieu—which was under the control of the town council rather than the bishop and acted as a symbol of municipal jurisdiction—that was only raised after the bishop had taken an oath ‘to keep the inhabitants in their privileges and franchises’.51

While oaths to respect municipal councils were normally taken outside the gate, in some towns it was customary to wait until the bishop had passed into the town before asking for his oath. For example, the bishops of Rennes took an oath to defend urban rights at the entrance to the cathedral rather than outside the gate.52 Waiting until the bishop had entered the town before asking him to confirm municipal liberties was potentially dangerous, as urban governments
were then left with little leverage to compel him to confirm their rights should he refuse to take the oath. In these circumstances, towns devised other ways to emphasize their authority, including placing a physical barrier around the bishop while he took the oath. Like gates, chains were symbolic of urban liberties. When Jean d’Étampes entered Nevers in April 1461, the échevins drew an iron chain across the street which was only removed after the bishop took the oath.

As well as requiring bishops to take oaths at symbolically important locations, such as city gates, some municipal councils used sacred objects to sacralize the oath-taking process. In this respect, urban governments relied on the co-operation of the local clergy to bring relics to the entry. While there were often disagreements between municipal councils and religious institutions, it was in the interests of the clergy to help ensure that the swearing of municipal oaths went smoothly because the oaths taken to the clergy typically followed the oath to the town. At Auch, for instance, the clergy of the church of Saint-Orens brought the saint’s relics to the gate of entry, where they were displayed on a table. These objects were particularly suitable for this entry because, as well as possessing sacred powers, the saint’s bones embodied civic identity. The bishop of Auch was thus obliged to pay his respect to the relics before entering the town in procession with the municipal council and clergy, with the saint’s bones displayed at the head of the procession. Devotional objects were at their most powerful when they were attached to the swearing of oaths to respect municipal rights. At Nevers, the bishop was required to take his oath to the town with his hand placed on a copy of the Gospels. Municipal councils wanted representatives of the leading families (who filled the ranks of urban oligarchies) at the oath-taking ceremony as it added further legitimacy to the act and helped ensure its memory. For the entry of Louis Guillard, bishop-elect of Chalon-sur-Saône, in 1554, the municipal council instructed ‘large numbers of the distinct and notable citizens’ to attend the entry.

As well as ensuring that a delegation of the urban elite witnessed the oath-taking, municipal councils made written accounts of the act. Once Raymond de Bar, bishop of Gap, had taken the oath to the municipal council at his entry in 1399, a civic notary prepared a document confirming the oath-taking, which was witnessed by a range of secular and religious officials, including leading local lawyers, the juge majeur des appels for Dauphiné and the quêteur of the church of Notre-Dame du Puy, amongst others. Given that these people represented different legal and jurisdictional authorities in the town and region, this probably represented a further municipal effort to ensure that the oath was respected and remembered over time. Certainly, civic governments in pre-modern France laid stress on the public validation of documents relating to urban jurisdiction. A notary was present when Arnaud d’Aix took his oath at his entry into Poitiers in 1307, while Nevers’ échevins made written copies of Pierre Bertrand’s oath confirming urban liberties when he entered the town in 1329. As well as committing their own version of the oath-taking to paper, some urban governments required bishops to provide their written confirmation of the act. When Philippe de Coetquis entered Saint-Pol-de-Léon, the town council’s procurer requested a deed from the bishop affirming that he had taken an oath to respect the rights and privileges of the bourgeois. It was beneficial to have the bishop’s written confirmation of the oath in case he contested the town’s version of events in the future. Municipal
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councils checked and confirmed the bishop’s version of the event so that there were no discrepancies. The bishop of Mâcon had his secretary draw up and seal an account of the oath, which was countersigned by the town’s notaries and then placed in the civic archives to have a ‘perpetual memory’ in case the bishop threatened to infringe municipal rights in the future. The use of a seal was important as it authenticated the record of the words the bishop took at his entry, lending further authority to the written account of the ceremony.

III

In some towns, there was a reciprocal swearing of oaths, with the bishop receiving an oath from the townspeople in return for his confirmation of urban liberties. Once the mutual oaths had been taken, the bishop and the civic elite crossed into the city together, symbolizing the bond the ceremony had created between them. At Beauvais the bishop ‘made an oath to the mayor’, following which ‘the mayor took an oath to him to protect his body and goods’. In some towns the wider urban elite—who dominated municipal administration and whose rights in particular the bishop guaranteed at his entry—swore the reciprocal oath. For instance, a range of notables took the oath to archbishop Guillaume de Joinville after his entry into Reims on 9 June 1219.

Municipal councils only gave their oath to the bishop after they had received his confirmation of urban rights; indeed, some towns separated it entirely from the entry. While Bourges and Noyon gave their oaths on the same day, the inhabitants of Lodève and Reims gave their oath of loyalty to the new bishop in the days following his entry. In some circumstances there could be a significant delay between the swearing of oaths. While Bernard Gui made his inaugural entry on 7 October 1324, the population did not take oaths of loyalty to him until March the following year. As well as separating the two oaths so that urban rulers could show they were not immediately obliged to give an oath, the townspeople used the later swearing of an oath to extract a further confirmation of their liberties from the bishop. At Noyon, the townspeople gave their oath to the bishop in the episcopal palace following the entry, and ‘raising the hands high towards the church’, the principal symbol of episcopal authority, the mayor swore on behalf of the townspeople ‘that in all our powers we will protect you and your rights’. In response, the bishop put his hand to his chest and repeated the oath he had taken during the public entry, swearing: ‘I promise you also that with all my power I will protect and maintain you in all your rights, franchises and liberties.’ Gestures were also used as part of the process of sacralizing the oath. When Odet de Coligny entered Beauvais in 1536, he raised his hand towards the mayor, the individual most invested with municipal power and representative of the liberties the bishop was there to confirm. At Noyon the bishop took the oath with his hand on his chest, an act which the clergy often used when swearing oaths. Such gestures reinforced the legitimacy of the town council’s rule and their privileges.

62 AM Mâcon BB 49, f°s 58v; Bazin, ‘Rois de France à Mâcon’, 175–76.
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71 Champollion-Figeac, Documents historiques inédits, iv. 368.
As townspeople took oaths to the bishop in his temporal rather than spiritual capacity, the act was often accompanied by the presentation of urban keys as they symbolized the bishop’s secular jurisdiction. When the mayor of Beauvais presented the bishop with the keys, ‘he swore to keep the rights of the said bishop’ except when this conflicted with loyalty to the king. While the key presentation acknowledged the bishop’s temporal authority, by accepting urban keys the bishop was also bound to uphold municipal privileges. The scale of the key presentation corresponded to the extent of the bishop’s temporal jurisdiction in the town. When Guillaume d’Auvergne entered Paris as its new bishop in 1228 he was given all the keys to the gates. Yet the bishop declared in an unusually modest gesture that as his authority only encompassed a third of the city, he should only receive one third of the number of keys. During royal entries, the French king often handed back the keys to the urban administration as a sign of public trust in their leadership. Yet urban governments had no assurances that bishops would return the keys and sought to obtain guarantees that the bishop would return their keys. During their oath-taking, the bishops of Tulle were required to swear that when the syndic handed him the keys to the town at the gate of entry, he would confirm the privileges of the town and immediately return the keys to the town council.

The key presentation could also be bound up with other marks of honour, such as the proferring of the canopy. For instance, once the bishop of Cahors took the oath to respect municipal liberties, the consuls handed him the keys and raised a canopy over his head. Yet such gestures were increasingly rare by the later Middle Ages, as the granting of a canopy, one of the key symbols of lordship, to anyone but the king of France had become an increasingly contentious issue. Nonetheless, the competitive environment for honours amongst nobles meant that bishops sought to use the confirmation of liberties as a means to force towns to grant them the privilege of a canopy. When Gilles de Luxembourg arrived at Châlons-en-Champagne as bishop-elect on 24 January 1504, he met the town council at the extramural greeting and demanded that they carry a canopy above him during the entry. When the échevins refused to grant him this honour, Luxembourg refused to take the oath to confirm urban privileges, which led the town council to rule that ‘we will leave him to enter alone, without making the accustomed honour to him and without presenting him the gilded cup’, and the entry ceremony was aborted.

As the presentation of an ornate cup was one of the marks of honour which a bishop could expect at his entry, Châlons-en-Champagne’s refusal to offer him this gift was a further important snub to his power. Municipal administrations customarily gave bishops gifts at their entries. Langres gifted Michael Boudet a cross and silver chandelier at his entry in 1512, while Rodez gave Guillaume de La Tour a silver cup at his entry in 1397. When Pierre de Neveu entered Albi in 1410, he was given an item of silverware following his entry. Yet while it was customary to present some silverware to bishops at their entries, municipal councils made it clear that it...
was a gift given freely and not an obligation that symbolized a wider authority which the bishop held over the civic administration. At the entries of the bishops of Langres, the town council obtained the bishop's written sealed confirmation that the gift was given freely and not because they were bound to do so.82

Recent studies of gift-giving in medieval Europe have moved away from the view that gift-giving was ‘first and last … an instrument for the manipulation of interpersonal relationships’; Lars Kjær has argued that gifts could be offered freely, without seeking anything in return, as demonstrations of virtue or good will.83 Yet by offering a gift, municipal councils could hope for some return on their largesse in the future. In his influential study of gift-giving, Marshall Sahlins (developing Marcel Mauss’ ideas) argues for a ‘spectrum of reciprocities’ in gift-giving, including ‘generalised reciprocity’, where gifts are made freely without specifying when the return will take place, and ‘balanced reciprocity’, where a gift comes soon after and is similar in value to that offered.84 As Sharon Kettering, Natalie Davis and others have shown, this type of gift-giving pervaded political society in late medieval and early modern France.85 This was particularly the case with urban governments, who regularly offered gifts to powerful people in expectation of assistance with municipal business.

Towns customarily made their gift presentation to the bishop at his lodgings following the conclusion of the public entry, linking the act to the greeting and confirmation of urban liberties which took place at the gate of entry. Yet whereas municipal councils used the extramural greeting to have the bishop confirm the existing rights of the town, they used the second greeting and accompanying gift presentation to try and obtain the bishop’s services as a broker. Bishops frequently came from the leading families in the kingdom and they were powerful figures at court, which put them in a good position to help towns obtain new rights and liberties. To take one example, Francis Guillaume de Castelnau de Clermont-Lodève, bishop of Auch, came from a prominent family and was close to the most powerful men in France. His uncle was the chancellor, Georges d’Amboise, archbishop of Rouen, and a favourite of Louis XI. Given these connections, when Castelnau entered Auch in 1507 the town council devised a greeting speech aimed at securing his influence and services. They declared that ‘the inhabitants of the city of Auch recommend themselves very humbly to your good favour’, in response to which the bishop thanked them for the honour they had shown him and offered to place himself at their service. The consuls then declared that they would speak to him ‘at length about the business of your city and [its] inhabitants’. The consuls developed this theme in the second greeting and gift presentation at the bishop’s residence, where the less public setting of the chambre facilitated the development of links between the municipal council and the bishop, who once again offered to act on their behalf.86 The use of courteous phrases conveyed the town council’s goodwill towards the bishop and the consuls’ recognition of his authority, which was underscored by the key presentation included in the extramural greeting. It was made in the bishop’s chambre
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and involved a more restricted group, formed of senior members of the town’s leading families, which allowed them to seek to develop a close bond between them and the bishop.

The urban elite expected the bishop to respond in kind to their gifts by using his influence on their behalf and look to the interests of the town. Municipal councils used the second harangue to draw attention to the reciprocal relationship they expected from the bishop. While French bishops could play a limited pastoral role for their flocks because they were often absent from their sees, they remained useful to their towns as brokers for precisely this reason. It was the bishop’s political influence at court rather than his spiritual mediation that townspeople were most concerned with accessing at an entry. As bishops were amongst the most powerful men in the kingdom and held the highest places in government, municipal governments could profit by tapping into their networks of influence. Bishops often had access to the monarch and some held especially influential roles, such as Regnault de Chartres who entered Orléans as bishop in October 1437, who was Charles VII’s chancellor, or Jean de Rély, bishop of Angers, who was his confessor. Confessors occupied positions of particular influence with monarchs, while the chancellor played a key role in the process by which towns won liberties. Municipal councils approached bishops about specific issues. In August 1506, the échevins of Paris asked the city’s bishop, Étienne de Poncher (whom they described as ‘principal head and protector of the bourgeois and inhabitants of this town of Paris’) to use his influence with the king to settle in their favour a dispute over jurisdiction which they were having with Rouen.

Bishops welcomed approaches by municipal councils as they implicitly acknowledged that they were powerful figures. After receiving the municipal greeting at Poitiers in 1542, Claude de Longwy ‘offered to make pleasure and service to the town’ while the bishops of towns such as of Langres, Chalon-sur-Saône, Thérouanne and Noyon all swore to increase urban liberties as part of the oaths they took at their entries. Offering to use their power to increase municipal liberties allowed bishops to develop good relations with the urban dynasties who dominated civic governments. It was desirable to obtain the co-operation and goodwill of municipal administrations by acting as their brokers, as in return these councillors could use their local authority to help the bishop. Immediately following his entry into Rodez in September 1530, the bishop, Georges d’Armagnac, asked the council to authorize the construction of a passage to join the cathedral to the episcopal palace.

Bishops’ entries also offered towns an opportunity to recruit new brokers or reward those who had performed services for them in the past. When the bishop of Amiens entered in 1538 the town council made gifts to the ‘prelates and great lords’ who travelled with him. Nantes’ municipal council offered gifts to men who accompanied bishops Jean d’Espinay (1493) and Guillaume Guégen (1553) at their inaugural entries, including the archdeacon of Vannes who had obtained a pardon in favour of the hospital of Nantes from the pope. Offering gifts to visiting bishops was a good way to try and win the favour of the king. In 1459, Nevers offered hippocras and other gifts to the archbishop of Tours, bishop of Paris, Thomas de Courcelle, doyen of Paris, and others going on embassy from the king to the pope ‘so that they would report well to the king of the city and its inhabitants’.
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Even towns which did not require bishops to confirm municipal oaths used entries as opportunities to win their influence by offering banquets and gifts to the bishop. Following the entry of Charles Hémard de Denonville into Amiens in 1538, the échevins went to the bishop to present him with a gift of twelve quenes of expensive Beaune wine and 'recommended the business of the towns to him', speaking particularly about issues of mutual concern for which they sought his co-operation. Urban governments from neighbouring towns also sought out bishops at their entries into their sees and offered gifts in order to obtain their services as brokers. When Georges d'Amboise entered Rouen in 1494, Pont-Audemer sent a delegation to the entry 'so that the said archbishop has the business of the town in good recommendation'. Beyond promoting the town's affairs at court, bishops could have strong local connections and influence. Pierre de Laval, who made his entry into Reims as bishop on 6 April 1474, was related to Louis de Laval, governor of Champagne. Bishops could also hold the leading political positions in a province.

Organizing or attending post-entry banquets gave municipal councils access to the bishops and those who travelled with them, as well as created a sense of conviviality through the provision of food, drink and entertainment. Étienne de Poncher's entry into Paris in 1503 was concluded with a large banquet attended by the municipal council and five hundred bourgeois. Poncher was an influential figure at court and had close links with Louis XII (and later Francis I), which made it desirable to obtain his good favour. Many towns organized their own festivities following the entry to gain further close contact with the bishop in a convivial setting conducive to the formation of good relations. While theatrical representations were much less common at episcopal entries than they were at royal entries, some towns staged plays as part of their efforts to develop good relations with the bishop by providing him with a ceremony which gave a public representation of his power (and one in which he was entirely dependent on townspeople for devising) in the expectation that he would use his power when in office to their benefit. Grenoble put on plays for the entries of Laurent Alleman in 1484 and his nephew Laurent II Alleman in 1518, while in 1506 Valence hired the poet Claude Chevalet, who had devised the plays for the entries of Charles VIII into Vienne (1490) and Lyon (1494), to compose the theatrical representation they staged in honour of their incumbent bishop, Gaspard de Tournon, in 1506. If the performance of lavish theatricals in towns which required bishops to take oaths confirming liberties was rare, it was not entirely unknown. Some towns incorporated elements
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drawn from royal entries into their episcopal welcomes to curry favour with the bishop and encourage him to win new rights for the town. In the sixteenth century, the municipal council of Langres incorporated the latest developments in ceremonial entries including features normally only used for the royal family, such as triumphal arches and theatrical representations, for a bishop who as well as taking an oath confirming municipal liberties during the entry also stated he would work to increase the scope of their privileges. The use of an especially honourable greeting was part of the town council’s efforts to encourage the bishop to use his influence on their behalf.

IV

While an episcopal entry was intended to create a reciprocal relationship between the bishop and the civic administration which would continue throughout the bishop’s time in office, the ceremony could also cause division and dissension. As the oaths municipal councils included in episcopal entries constrained the bishop’s power, it could be in the bishop’s interests to avoid taking them, particularly because the town council controlled the form and manner of the ceremony which was designed to put a public check on the scope of his authority. In 1554, Louis Guillard, bishop of Chalon-sur-Saône avoided having to take a public oath to the civic administration by entering the town quietly and without the échevins’ knowledge. The town council, which had lined up at the gate of entry to request the oath from the bishop, was informed by an approaching party of riders, who were told to wait outside the gate because of the expected entry, that the bishop had already entered the town by a side gate close to the episcopal palace. Two days later, Guillard informed the échevins that he was prepared to take the customary oath to the town and claimed that Henry II had instructed him to enter the town without ceremony. As we saw earlier, the impact of the Concordat of Bologna meant that French bishops were often close to the king, while Guillard may have had suspicions concerning town councils. As bishop of Tournai, he refused to recognize Henry VIII’s claims to the town following the English conquest of 1513, whereas the town council swore an oath at the Tudor monarch’s entry into the city recognizing his right to the French throne in return for the confirmation of their liberties.107 There may have also been some outside influence to his actions as in the neighbouring town of Constance the swearing and signing of a document outlining the relationship between the bishop and the town council (the Verschreibung) occurred after the bishop had entered the town rather than at the gate of entry.108 Whatever the reason, Guillard’s actions changed the nature of the oath-taking and the power dynamic between the bishop and his town. Rather than make it seem like an obligation placed on the bishop by the townspeople to be permitted to enter the town—the act became something given of his own volition.

Guillard’s actions strengthened his power as the oath was something he chose to give and at a time which suited him, rather than something he was compelled to give by the townspeople to be permitted to enter the town. Instead of taking the oath at a barrier outside the walls, by circumventing the public entry the bishop was able to take control over the location and manner of the oath-taking. Rather than going to the town council at the gate of entry, which was symbolic of urban liberties, the échevins now came to the episcopal palace, the principal
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symbol of the episcopal power in the city, and Guillard gave the oath in his chambre, a more restricted space—and one which he controlled.\textsuperscript{109} There were long-term consequences to this act because Guillard had set a precedent for bishop’s entries at Chalon-sur-Saône. At his installation in December 1578, his successor Ponthus de Thiard also entered the town quietly through a side gate while the échevins once again waited vainly at the gate of entry. It was only in 1596 for the entry of Cyrus de Thiard (over forty years after Guillard’s entry) that oath-taking returned to the extramural element of the ceremony.\textsuperscript{110} The crisis which the French Church faced during the later sixteenth century because of the Wars of Religion may also have impacted on the actions of the bishops of Chalon-sur-Saône. Located close to Geneva, reform ideas had spread into the region and a reform faction even took power for a time in the town. While Catholic rule was restored, the town faced regular threats from Huguenot armies. Given these internal and external factors, the bishops of Chalon-sur-Saône of the later sixteenth century may well have considered it prudent in terms of their personal security to enter the town covertly. In 1598, the bishop of Vence, Guillaume Le Blanc, narrowly avoided assassination during a public appearance at the cathedral, while a riot by Protestants at Montpellier in 1600 nearly led to the death of the bishop, Guittard de Ratte, as he sought to take possession of his cathedral.\textsuperscript{111}

There was a wider attempt by bishops to enter towns without taking an oath. In 1625, Dominique de Vic refused to take the customary oath to the consuls of Auch and he did not visit the town until 1634, when he entered Auch secretly at night without making a formal entry, using the presence of disease in the town to justify his actions. He eventually took the oath after receiving the complaints of the consuls, but again like Guillard his actions had placed him in a position to do this on his own terms and without having it form part of a public entry.\textsuperscript{112} The ongoing impact of religious warfare in France in the early seventeenth century may have influenced de Vic’s decision not to visit his diocese following his appointment to the see in 1625. Religious violence had returned to the south in 1619, particularly in the south-west of the kingdom, which continued until La Rochelle fell to royal forces in 1629. De Vic’s continuing refusal to take the oath in the 1630s, when peace had returned, may be a result of the reforms made to the French episcopate in the early seventeenth century. These strengthened the power of bishops at the very time when the Crown—seeking to break the military threat cities posed to its power—under the direction of Cardinal Richelieu (a key advocate of the expansion of episcopal power) sought to reduce urban liberties and impose royal control more firmly over urban administrative structures, a process in which bishops as key agents of the Crown came to play a role.\textsuperscript{113} Bishops’ actions in avoiding taking oaths and public entries as a result of these changes were doubly dangerous for municipal councils because, as well as causing immediate problems, they also set a precedent for the future. Indeed, like Guillard’s successors at Chalon-sur-Saône those men who followed de Vic to the see of Auch, Henri de La Mothe-Houdancourt and Baume de Suze, also avoided making a public entry. De Suze was eventually compelled to make his entry following the intervention of the Parlement of Toulouse in 1704, almost two decades after he was named bishop in 1686.\textsuperscript{114}
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By the time of Baume de Suze’s entry into Auch, the requirement to confirm urban liberties at entries was far less a part of an episcopal entry than it had been during the heights of this ceremony during the later Middle Ages. Yet as we see it did not disappear entirely. For instance, the bishops of Langres confirmed urban privileges during their entries well into the eighteenth century.115 Certainly, the oath bishops took to municipal councils was one of the most static parts of the ceremony. This was intentional because town councils sought to emphasize that bishops took the same oaths as their predecessors. With the onset of the Reformation, in Protestant towns the power of the bishop was removed and there was no episcopal entry and no need to gain his confirmation of urban rights. In towns which remained Catholic the increased Counter-Reformation emphasis on the power of the bishop and the reform of the papacy by the early Bourbon monarchs made it especially important for towns to secure the confirmation of their rights, though as we have seen bishops increasingly sought to avoid taking these oaths in public.

Not all episcopal entries succeeded in creating a rapport between civic administrations and their bishops. While historians such as Charles Phythian-Adams and Mervyn James have seen pre-modern urban ceremonies as creating cohesion amongst disparate and potentially antagonistic and rival groups in society, this was not guaranteed.116 In his study of episcopal entries in sixteenth-century Germany, Jeffrey Tyler found that ‘the rituals of entry allowed the bishop and city to steer a careful course through a potentially hazardous, liminal phase in order to recreate a sacred, ritual community’.117 Yet, as we have seen, this did not always take place. Not only could the ceremony fail to achieve cohesion, but it could also create long-lasting animosity. Conflicts over jurisdiction between bishops and municipal councils continued throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. There were disputes between the town and bishop of Albi in the 1490s which led to a siege of the bishop’s palace, while Odet de Coligny’s appointment as bishop of Beauvais in 1536 led to a deterioration in the relationship with the town council regarding jurisdiction in the town, which represented a failure of the ceremonial entry to ensure peaceful co-existence in the town.118

As Bernard Chevalier has demonstrated, the later Middle Ages was the era of urban oligarchy in France. During this period, towns were overwhelmingly ruled by a narrow caste of families whose members filled urban administrations over successive generations. Most French towns were not significantly polycentric in terms of power structures (guilds, for instance, were weak in France) and urban oligarchies largely succeeded in their efforts to prevent other civic groups gaining significant levels of political power.119 Yet bishops remained key players in the running of many French towns. In these instances, urban oligarchies devised a form of entry which compelled the bishop to recognize their power and authority. Certainly, the form of ceremony recorded in municipal deliberations across the kingdom pivoted around the oath to recognize the rights and authority of civic administrations. The oath-taking was a point of contact between the urban government and the bishop and there was only limited formal participation from other secular urban groups. They could attend the entry, but they did not do so as part of a
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corporate group. This stands in contrast to royal entries, which tended to be much more socially diverse in terms of participation in the public ceremony. Overall, the oath-taking aspect of an episcopal entry was a moment for civic governments and bishops to publicly define the nature of urban secular authority. Rather than the late medieval episcopal entry providing ‘evidence of a long-term decline in episcopal power’, it was precisely because French bishops continued to wield considerable authority and influence such that episcopal entries remained vital ceremonies across several centuries.120
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